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PRAY
- Pray through this newsletter.
- Sign-up for our monthly
prayer updates (email below)
- Pray through our daily Facebook posts (link below)

http://thestoplightapproach.org; http://facebook.com/thestoplightapproach

A partnership Tim has helped facilitate for GSF
is with The Stoplight Approach, a movement
to create and spread safe schools, safe homes, and safe comPlease prayerfully consider munities for children to thrive and develop at their optimal level.
partnering with us financially. Most children in Uganda grow up feeling unsafe and unvalued
in their homes, communities and/ or in school, which inhibits
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Christian Ref. World Missions
trains and mentors teachers, parents, and caretakers in
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self-awareness and behaviour management tools that
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create safe environments.
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protect themselves and others. As a
result, children can better protect
themselves through knowledge and
understanding of their rights, as well
as what to do when in an unsafe
environment.

GIVE

Memo “Tim & Angie Sliedrecht”

CC: http://crwm.org/sliedrecht Based on brain science, psychology and Biblical truth, the

colours of a stoplight are used to understand how different parts
of the brain function and thus to address the methods we
Christian Ref. World Missions
should use in parenting and teaching:
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Memo “Tim & Angie Sliedrecht”

Red Brain (brain stem): Basic survival
functions. You feel angry or very fearful. You
feel VERY UNSAFE and need to feel safe.

CC: http://crwm.org/sliedrecht
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o.v.v. Sliedrecht

Yellow Brain (limbic system): Emotional
centre. You feel stressed, hungry, sick, worried,
etc. You still feel UNSAFE and you need to feel
loved and valued.

SHARE
Multiply your impact by
encouraging others to get
involved with us and GSF!
Share, tweet and forward our
and GSF news and posts!

Green Brain (neocortex): Critical thinking and
problem solving. You feel happy, peaceful,
calm. You are ready to learn and feel SAFE!

JOIN
Come on a short-term trip.
Fill one of the open positions:
- Director of Education -

- Director of Support Services -

- Coordinator of Teams - Teacher at MK School -

Go to http://gsfuganda.org
for more information

For daily updates on our lives
and ministry work, friend, follow
or just visit us on Facebook

http://facebook.com/
sliedrecht.family

The Stoplight Approach provides awareness
and learning tools for teachers to positively
influence their school environment. As a
result, children feel safe in their classroom due
to a trust-based relationship with their teachers, and teachers have accountability with
other staff. It builds resilience in children and
teaches awareness of self and others to better

sliedrechts@hotmail.com
http://sliedrechts.wordpress.com
http://facebook.com/sliedrecht.family

Lastly, it promotes secure attachments between children
and parents to create a safe home to thrive in. As a result,
children are validated at home and feel safe to communicate to their physical and emotional needs with their
parents.
The Stoplight Approach is reinforcing, building-on and
providing common, memorable language for all of the
GSF staff and students, particularly those in the areas of
childcare and education. Its impact is also extending
beyond GSF’s immediate boundaries into the families and
communities of the staff and students. A couple staff
members testified that since they implemented the
approach in their own families, they have closer relationships with their children, their children are better behaved,
and neighbours have noticed wanting to know what they
are doing differently and why.
Moreover, we are having the teachers of the GSF Primary
School trained as trainers so that they can bring The
Stoplight Approach into the other schools of the comm.unities surrounding GSF and beyond. The sad reality in
Uganda, according to a UNICEF study, is that 80% of
children have experienced sexual abuse at school and
75% of children have experienced corporal punishment by
an adult at school. 70% of the children interviewed said
teachers were the main perpetrators of violence in
schools, followed by fellow pupils at 30%. The good news
is that The StopGo to
light Approach
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addresses these
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issues head-on,
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better enabling
Ugandan children to become
great leaders,
innovators,
critical thinkers,
and parents
themselves.
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